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)
:
“Hi”
Join us at the intersection of
automation & human interaction.
A true digital mortgage strikes a balance

Ellie Mae AIQ™, while still allowing for

between leveraging artificial intelligence

the genuine human connections that turn

(AI) to streamline manual processes and

prospective borrowers into customers

supporting the human interaction (which

for life.

we like to call HI) that builds strong
relationships.

Learn more about how we can help you
find your balance at ellie.me/aihi-nmn10.

The Ellie Mae Digital Lending Platform
delivers strategic AI-driven capabilities
throughout the entire loan life cycle,
including both Velocify® by Ellie Mae and
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NETWORKING NOW
With conferences moving to the digital sphere, organizers
are finding creative ways to foster the community-building
that’s vital to the field
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The Future of eClosing
Introducing AutoPrep™ by DocMagic®. Leveraging sophisticated AI,
OCR, and machine-learning technologies, AutoPrep recognizes
signature, initial and notary regions on ANY 3rd party generated
documents. In seconds, your e-enabled documents are
ready for eSignature, eNotary, and eClosing.
One GIANT LEAP for eClosings!

www.docmagic.com
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Biggest home price changes in July
Largest annual RHPI decreases

Largest annual RHPI increases
Boston | Pittsburgh
San Francisco | Cleveland
San Jose | Seattle
Baltimore | Houston
San Diego | New Orleans
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Note: The cities on the left experienced the largest declines and the cities on the right experienced the largest growth.
Source: First American

’Downside stickiness’ boosts home prices
even as purchase power rises

UWM’s Ishbia on the rationale for going
public via merger over IPO

Dec. 7-9
Digital Banking

Consumer home purchasing power gained steam

The CEO called it a better all-around process for

in July thanks to plummeting interest rates and

United Wholesale Mortgage to become a publicly

gains in the median income despite steady price

traded company

This virtual event will bring together senior-level
professionals leading the latest thinking on
innovation in financial services for consumer and
business banking. Bank of America’s head of
consumer, small business and wealth management
technology organization, Aditya Bhasin (pictured),
will give a keynote presentation at the conference
conference.americanbanker.com/digital-banking

growth
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For 30 years,
we’ve delivered
in challenging
markets.

We’ll deliver in this one.
You want the right mortgage banking solution, right when
you need it. Especially now. Flagstar Bank is built to deliver.
We’ve been committed to the mortgage space for over 30
years, weathering all kinds of market conditions and building
tech-forward solutions with our clients’ integrity always top
of mind. That’s the power of the Human Interest Rate.™
• 6th largest bank mortgage originator1
• Vast product offering on our mortgage and warehouse lines
• 5x Fannie Mae STAR™ Performer Servicing Award Recipient

Learn more at flagstar.com/why

Equal Housing Lender | Member FDIC

Inside Mortgage Finance, 12M 2019. Some restrictions may apply. All borrowers are subject to credit approval. Programs subject to change. The information provided
herein is for dissemination to and for real estate and financial business entities only and is not an advertisement for the extension of credit to consumers.
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Origination
“If the lender goes to the title agent and says
‘by the way we want to implement a digital closing or a remote closing in this way for this transaction,’ the title agent most of the time, almost
all of the time basically says ‘no,’” and points the
lender towards their existing process, he said.
It should be easier for the parties to work together on one platform, Gottsegen continued,
giving the capabilities available on Qualia
as an example of software that enables that
coordination.
The lack of a federal standard for digital
closings has made it quite a challenge to improve
the experience, the panelists said. Rules not only
differ state-to-state, but even among counties in
the same state.
“It’s not just about what we want to offer

Digital closings boomed in the
COVID era, but pain points remain
Data security, while better than paper-based processes, can present
problems. Digital appraisal tools, too, leave some room for improvement
By Brad Finkelstein and Bonnie Sinnock

necessarily, there are very specific requirements
at the state level of what the closing experience
should be like,” said Gottsegen.
When a lender is evaluating a potential
vendor, they should examine how the vender is
transmitting data and whether they encrypt it.
They should also examine the vendor’s security
architecture.
“And don’t just take yes for an answer,” Smathers said, advising that lenders have the vendor
show documentation.
Digital appraisal’s shortfalls
The coronavirus forced appraisers to rely

While growth of digital closings has been

But the best security system a company can

explosive because of the pandemic, the rapid

create is one that isn’t dependent on the actions

on technology more than ever before to get

expansion has created some concern for one

of customers to ensure compliance.

their work done safely, and its successful

fintech executive.

“If I’m depending on the borrower to go

application demonstrated that more can be

The current state of growth could leave

through three different steps each time they log

accomplished with appraisal automation than

development of new products “resource con-

on to ensure security, I’m depending on them to

previously thought.

strained,” Kimberley Smathers, head of infor-

make sure that security is good. In my mind and

mation security and compliance at Snapdocs,

in my approach, that’s not an overly effective

may not be the best choice in all circumstances,

said during a panel discussion at Arizent’s

system,” she said.

Lyle Radke, director of collateral policy at Fannie

Digital Mortgage 2020 conference.
“Are there enough engineers to create the

There are other problems around the user experience of digital closings, aside from the security

product?” she asked. “Is there a rigorous security

issues, involving a lack of coordination between

process built into how that product is developed?

lenders and title insurer, said Joel Gottsegen,

I think that you would want to be cautious when

founder and chief technology officer of Qualia.

But remote, homeowner-assisted appraisals

Mae, said during a panel on the topic at Digital
Mortgage 2020.
“I don’t think it’s a blanket solution for everything,” he said.
That’s consistent with the government-spon-

“The key is for the title company and the

sored enterprises’ view of appraisal alternatives

lender to work together in order to even en-

prior to the pandemic. While the agencies have

able digital closings in the first place,” Gottse-

long shown an interest in expanding their use of

for borrowers than the traditional in-person,

gen said. “In order for the consumer to have a

using automation in property valuations, they’ve

paper-based model, Smathers said.

good experience you need coordination. The

been selective about it.

thinking about what platform you want to use
and investigate them directly with the company.”
If anything, digital closings are more secure

“When you think of digital signing, because it’s

problem historically has been a lack of coor-

Remote appraisals have some weaknesses

in one place, the documents are digitally signed

dination between those two parties,” primarily

compared with traditional methods, Radke

and then stored and then given to the lender

when it comes to purchase loans.

said, using the example of a scenario in which

and then the lender moves them to an e-vault,”

Rather than the lender passing the transaction

Smathers said. “The process from the borrowers’

on to the title/settlement agent, which is typical

perspective is far more secure in terms of your

for a refi, a purchase loan hand-off often comes

information being protected.”

from the real estate broker.

an appraiser flags property values as being
subject to repairs.
Normally, 10% of appraisals fall into this
category, he said. In contrast, just 2% of re-
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mote property valuations Fannie sampled did.

The switch to desktop appraisals helped mort-

offered by the GSEs aren’t in place, there is an

That sounds like a big difference, but there are

gage lenders close loans, but it created some

appraisal certification prohibiting the inclusion

qualitative as well as quantitative consider-

challenges for them, too, said Rachel Robinson,

of information from an interested party to the

ations to take into account in addressing the

senior team leader, collateral policy and product

transaction such as a borrower or a real estate

issue, Radke said.

development, at Quicken Loans.

agent. So allowing consumers to continue pro-

Appraisers using remote methodologies

viding photos may not be something the GSEs

“We had to put some additional communica-

include much more evidence of the need for

tion in place for our clients to understand, ‘Hey,

want to maintain when other means of verifying

repairs in their reports than is typically seen.

you are not going to have that traditional expe-

a valuation are possible, said Scott Reuter, chief

So while appraisers using remote methods

rience. As it turns out, the appraiser is going to

appraiser at Freddie Mac.

flagged valuations as subject to repair less

complete the report from their desktop at home

How long that temporary flexibility will be

often, the frequency with which they do it may

and leverage information, and they might reach

allowed is ultimately up to the Federal Housing

be warranted more often than for traditional

out to you to get some photos or answer some

Finance Agency, which has been extending the

appraisals, said Radke.

questions. So it’s not traditional. It’s not what

contingency monthly, he said.

“There’s probably some room to give on both
sides,” he said.

“They’re really the ones that make the an-

you’re used to,’” she said.
Normally, when temporary flexibilities currently

nouncement,” said Reuter. NMN

Why the mortgage broker channel has
been gaining momentum
By Bonnie Sinnock
United Wholesale Mortgage’s recent move to

“In the next cycle, you’ve got to have the ability

That’s less likely to be a concern this time

go public via a merger can in part be attributed

around because technology affords lenders the

to access the purchase market. There are only

to its fierce competition with primary competitor,

ability to insure there are more controls and

two ways to do that: the physical distribution of

Rocket, which recently staged an initial public

compliance checks on brokers as well as ad-

wholesale through independent originators, or

offering and renamed its third-party originator

ditional efficiencies, Julian Hebron, founder of

you need to build retail, and retail is a very diffi-

channel Rocket Pro TPO.

sales and marketing consultancy The Basis Point,

cult thing to build at scale,” Shoemaker said.

But it also reflects the fact that a growing
number of companies expect a resurgence in the
wholesale channel.
“The broker market … it’s on fire,” Bob Brandt,
vice president of marketing at loan pricing plat-

Given the current level of demand in the

told attendees at the virtual event.

market, wholesale could return to or even exceed

“I think this new era … breaks in favor of
wholesale because the technology enables ev-

precrisis levels with the help of technology plat-

erything that needs to happen,” he said.

forms that makes it easy to onboard brokers and

New digital capabilities have made wholesale at-

manage them alongside other types of origi-

form Optimal Blue, said during a panel discus-

tractive because it’s helping lenders scale up amid a

nators, said Tammy Richards, chief operating

sion at Digital Mortgage 2020.

surge in refinancing now. But it could also do more

officer at loanDepot, a multichannel lender.

Several lenders, in particular large banks, left

“It’ll be even more than 35%,” Richards said,

to sustain the channel when it becomes more reli-

the wholesale channel after the housing bub-

ant on home buying activity, said Phil Shoemaker,

when asked about the potential for market

ble burst in 2007 and 2008. Their share of the

president of originations at HomePoint Financial.

share growth. NMN

conventional mortgage market fell from roughly
one-third of the market to a low of 7% in 2011 as
a result, according to CoreLogic. As of last year,

Mortgage broker market share 2007-2019

however, that percentage had risen to 16%.

35%

Growth has become even more pronounced

30%

since then, said Brandt. Between 2015 and 2019,

25%

the number of broker customers at Optimal Blue

20%

was equal to about 1.7 times the base; and in

15%

the past year, growth doubled, going from 1,250

10%

broker companies to more than 2,500.

5%

Mortgage brokers struggled in the last recession because they were largely blamed for problems with loan performance, but loose underwriting parameters set by lenders and lax standards
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Secondary
Calabria argued that the fee was necessary in
order to cover roughly $6 billion in projected losses resulting from the pandemic, which the two
companies are required to recoup by law. He also
said that the fee, 0.5% on refinanced mortgages,
was lower than the fee Fannie and Freddie had
initially requested. The government-sponsored
enterprises will also exempt mortgage loans
with a balance of less than $125,000 from the
additional cost.
“By the charters of the GSEs, they are required to recapture those costs via income,”
Calabria said. “This was Fannie and Freddie’s
suggestion and as a safety and soundness
regulator when I’ve got two multitrillion dollar
entities coming to me and saying that if they aren’t allowed to increase their income that they
are at the risk of distress, I simply have to take

Bloomberg

that seriously. I can’t simply ignore instability in

Federal Housing Finance Agency Director Mark Calabria

Calabria to Congress: If you don’t
like crisis fee, then fund GSEs

the mortgage market.”
Calabria indicated that Congress could prevent the fee by appropriating funds to the GSEs
to cover coronavirus-related losses. The FHFA
has suggested that Fannie and Freddie’s losses would be derived in part from forbearance
policies mandated by the recent Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act.
“Since this fee is resulting from costs that
arise out of the CARES Act that are unfunded, of
course Congress could fund that,” Calabria said.

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have been slammed for planning an additional refinancing charge to cover COVID-related losses, but the head of
the FHFA defended the policy in House testimony

“I think it would have to be in the neighborhood
of $10 billion that would make sure that we
would not have to reassess any fees that would
cover COVID costs.”
Calabria clarified that he was not endorsing

By Neil Haggerty

a possible decision by Congress to appropriate
funds to Fannie and Freddie through legislation.
He said the refinance fee was a reasonable step.

Federal Housing Finance Agency Director

the pockets of Fannie and Freddie,” said House

“This fee amounts to about five basis points

Mark Calabria defended Fannie Mae and Freddie

Financial Services Committee Chairwoman

annually on the loan,” he said. “That’s less than

Mac’s controversial “adverse market” fee at a vir-

Maxine Waters, D-Calif.

mortgage rates have been fluctuating during the

tual hearing with House lawmakers last month.
Calabria testified before the House Financial

Rep. Patrick McHenry of North Carolina, the
top Republican on the committee, said that the

time this hearing has been going on.”
Calabria was also pressed by members

Services Committee, where members of both

fee’s rollout on Aug. 12 was problematic, but that

about extending the freezes on foreclosures

parties questioned the fee imposed on refi-

he understood Fannie and Freddie need to meet

and evictions that the FHFA announced early

nancings. The added charge is meant to help

their financial obligations. Fannie and Freddie

in the pandemic.

Fannie and Freddie shoulder losses associated

originally planned to start charging the fee Sept.

with the COVID-19 pandemic, but the fee could

1, but that was delayed to Dec. 1 after backlash

trative step of extending both the foreclosure and

raise costs by an estimated $1,400 for the

from the mortgage industry.

eviction moratoria for GSE-backed single-family

average consumer.

“The way this was announced and the

“Earlier this year, the FHFA took the adminis-

homes until the need of the year,” said Rep. Nydia

initial three-week timing for its implementa-

Velazquez, D-N.Y. “Have you considered extend-

advantage of historically low mortgage rates,

tion doomed it from the start,” McHenry said.

ing either of these moratoria into 2021?”

Director Calabria announced a new refinance

“Clearly, the FHFA has a statutory obligation

fee that would take some of the savings that

to ensure the GSEs operate in a safe and

extending the period of the freezes “if the data

would have otherwise gone into the pockets of

sound manner with sufficient resources to

and the evidence at the time suggest that we

families and instead redirect that money into

meet their obligations.”

need to extend it.” NMN

“Rather than allowing homeowners to take

Calabria said that the FHFA would consider
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Weak language
leads to post-Libor
RMBS losses
By Brad Finkelstein

We means
business.

The majority of Libor adjustable-rate mortgage-backed securities could have interest payment shortfalls or principal losses because weak
documentation will dictate that the underlying
loans remain fixed at the last published rate,
according to Moody’s.
Of the 2,719 RMBS deals rated by Moody’s that
use Libor as an index, 59% could freeze at the
last published rate because of the way the securitization’s documentation is structured.
In most of the cases, the party responsible for
making the determination is the trustee or securities administrator. However, Moody’s said, the
deal documents present them with “a waterfall
of unfeasible options for identifying a Libor [alternative], such as polling banks to obtain a rate.
The final course of action directs deals to fall
back to the last available Libor, which would fix
the rate after 2021. Such a rate could be very low
given the current interest rate environment.”
Those interest shortfalls or principal writedowns
are likely in deals without net weighted average
coupon caps. The caps prevent a bond’s coupon
from exceeding the net WAC of the assets.
“However, interest rate mismatches would build
excess spread for deals when the bond WAC is
lower than the asset net WAC, a positive for bondholders,” the Moody’s report said. “This increase
in excess spread would help build credit enhancement by paying down bonds and providing a
cushion to protect against collateral losses.”
Another 15% of the Moody’s-rated deals are
silent regarding the availability of Libor. As in
the above transactions, in nearly all of the cases
the trustee or administrator would be responsible for determining Libor.
Moody’s said in these instances, the trustee is

TCF Home Equity Solutions is now
accepting HELOC applications.
Contact us at RLUCorporate@tcfbank.com
to get started. Or visit our website at
tcfbank.com/brokerloans for offerings and rates.

likely to petition a court for guidance. But it also
offered other scenarios: a deal party may attempt
to amend the documentation to designate an alternative rate after gaining bondholders’ approval or
the bonds could convert to fixed rate.
The remaining deals have terms that call for
the trustee to choose an alternative, either immediately or following three distribution cycles
after publication ceases. NMN
nationalmortgagenews.com
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Servicing
The economic stimulus law passed by Con-

Pausing monthly payments

gress in March required servicers of govern-

About 7% of mortgage loans are in forbearance, down from a peak of
8.5% in June but still well above pre-pandemic levels

by the pandemic and request relief. But the

ment-backed mortgages to grant payment deferrals to homeowners who have been affected
Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security
Act is silent about what should happen at the

9%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%

end of the forbearance period, which is often
180 days.
The percentage of U.S. mortgages in forbearance spiked from 0.25% in March to 8.5% in
June, and has since fallen to 6.9%, according to
the most recent available data from the Mortgage Bankers Association.

March 15

April 12

May 10

June 14

July 12

Aug. 16

Sept. 13

Source: Mortgage Bankers Association

Banks criticized for requiring balloon
payments on loans in forbearance
Some homeowners who sought relief as a result of COVID-19 may owe
a lump sum when their forbearance period ends, according to a report
from the Committee for Better Banks, but the group is calling on banks
to instead extend the repayment periods for affected customers

House Democrats have passed
legislation that includes
mandatory post-forbearance
repayment options, but that bill
has not gotten a Senate vote.
At a congressional hearing in July, the president of the Housing Policy Council, an industry
group, noted that there is not a one-size-fits-all
solution for borrowers transitioning out of the
forbearance period.
House Democrats have passed legislation
that includes mandatory post-forbearance
repayment options, but that bill has not gotten a
Senate vote.
The new report by the union-backed Committee for Better Banks sheds some light on
some of the situations that struggling homeowners may encounter when their forbearance

By Kevin Wack

periods end.
Weiner said in an interview that the group
decided to write the report after some cus-

Big banks that have been offering mortgage

tions that bank offers, whether the borrower is

tomer service representatives at banks raised

relief to homeowners during the pandemic are

aware of all of those choices, and the borrow-

concerns about scripts that allowed them to

facing fresh criticism over the rules they are en-

er’s financial wherewithal.

make offers based on the questions that con-

forcing when borrowers are supposed to resume
making their monthly payments.

“With millions of Americans at risk of losing
the roof over their heads during a pandemic,

sumers asked.
He argued that banks’ communications with

it’s unconscionable that big banks are seem-

cash-strapped homeowners are often not as

are handling the question of how borrowers

ingly taking advantage,” Nick Weiner, orga-

clear as they should be, and said better employ-

should compensate for their missed payments

nizing co-director of the Committee for Better

ee training would help.

in myriad ways.

Banks, which wrote the report, said in a press

A report published recently found that banks

Some homeowners are having those payments tacked onto the end of their loan terms,
while others are being offered loan modifications, and still others are being told that

release.
He argued that some arrangements may be
financially risky for borrowers.
The Committee for Better Banks’ report

they owe the money in an upfront lump-sum

includes the recommendation that banks

payment that may be unaffordable.

should offer all affected customers the option

Borrowers with mortgages backed by Fannie
Mae, Freddie Mac, the Federal Housing Administration or another government agency cannot
be required to make lump-sum payments at the
end of a forbearance period, said Alys Cohen, an
attorney at the National Consumer Law Center.
But, she added, “The communication has been

of extending the term of the loan instead of

bad enough that many homeowners still believe

of factors, including whether the mortgage is

making a balloon payment at the end of the

that there is a lump sum.”

backed by the U.S. government, which op-

forbearance period.

The outcome can depend on a dizzying array

Specific banks that were cited by the Commit-
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“All the servicers are facing a public aware-

tee for Better Banks defended the

from financial institutions to nonprofit organi-

actions they have taken to assist

zations, said the picture is particularly murky for

ness and messaging challenge right now,” she

borrowers during the COVID-19

homeowners whose mortgages are not backed

said. “This is complicated stuff. There’s a lot of

pandemic.

by the U.S. government.

rumors and misinformation out there.” NMN

“Our employees have been
trained on the policies enacted in the CARES Act and are
available to educate borrowers on their options during this
challenging time,” Ryan Bailey,
executive vice president at the
$100 billion-asset Bank of the
West, said in an email.
The San Francisco-based
bank, a unit of the French
banking giant BNP Paribas, says
on its website that it considers
several options when the forbearance period is over, and that
they may include a lump-sum

IT’S TIME FOR SUBSERVICING THAT

WORKS FOR YOU.

payment, a repayment plan over
a set period of time or a loan
modification.
A Bank of America spokesperson said the Charlotte, N.C.-based
company works with more than
200,000 homeowners to assist
them with deferrals, and stated
that there are no balloon payment
requirements.
BofA’s website provides a
more nuanced picture. It states
that options for borrowers who
have more than one payment

At Cenlar, we take a di�erent
approach to mortgage loan servicing.
Now more than ever, you need to lean
on the expertise of a true partner –
the kind who listens, talks with you
about your speci�c needs and delivers
mortgage loan servicing solutions that
work best for you and your borrowers.

due on their loans may include
paying back the postponed payments at the end of the forbearance period.
The same is true for mortgages
that are owned by other entities

To learn more about what Cenlar can
do for you, call 1-888-SUBSERVE or
email marketing@cenlar.com.

but serviced by the $2.2 trillion-asset Bank of America.
HSBC states on its website
that it may reinstate the pastdue payments in one lump sum
at the end of the forbearance
period. The bank’s website also
says: “Because most customers
cannot afford an immediate
repayment, we also have options
for making up the missed payments over time.”
Julia Gordon, president of the
National Community Stabilization
Trust, which works to facilitate the
transfer of foreclosed properties
1-888-SUBSERVE (782-7378) | www.cenlar.com | marketing@cenlar.com
nationalmortgagenews.com
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Technology
point of sale, it goes straight into your CRM,”
added Taylor.
The AI has been out there, it’s just a matter of
a lender figuring out where it’s needed and how
to utilize it, panelists said.
“And that’s really without changing too
much of your process,” said Marc Bator, principal product manager at EXOS Close.
“You use it in the best way possible to make
you more efficient.”
The advent of AI cut down costs, some of the
meticulous manual jobs lenders deal with and
can help with cybersecurity.
However, keeping the human touch in the
industry is the superseding feeling among
consumers.
Homebuyers want to do things as efficiently
as possible, but still want experts to help them

Five lessons from Digital
Mortgage 2020
Although it moved from the glitz of Las Vegas to a fully virtual event,
Digital Mortgage 2020 delivered insights and acumen from the industry

when needed.
As Ginger Wilcox of Home Point Financial
pointed out, “You can’t ultimately automate care
and concern for your customer.”
More and more customers will be seeking a onestop-shop
The mortgage process, as it stands, features
many moving parts that don’t always work in
harmony. It can lead to a disjointed experience

By Paul Centopani

for both the lender and borrower.
Getting all the components from a single
provider presents one remedy. Some compacompete against the folks that are making the

nies have already started following this path

glamour of Las Vegas as originally planned,

investments right now, to automate the work-

and the coronavirus rushed others to adopt

the 2020 Digital Mortgage Conference brought

force, streamline the operations and provide

this blueprint.

together folks from across the industry, who

a better digital experience,” David Karandish,

“I think COVID accelerated the future by five

offered some key insights about what’s next

founder and CEO of Capacity, said in a panel

years,” Vishal Garg, chief executive officer and

for the field.

at Digital Mortgage.

founder of Better.com, said in a Digital Mort-

While it wasn’t set amongst the glitz and

Packed with keynotes, panel discussions,

Giving borrowers the capabilities to e-sign,

gage interview.
“I think you can clearly see [lenders that

product demonstrations and networking ses-

notarize and appraise remotely is not only

sions within the lending technology universe, the

preferred but needed for transactions to close

used this plan getting more volume]. They’re

virtual event provided attendees with a forum to

safely during the pandemic, according to sever-

growing, 30%, 40% quarter-on-quarter.

discuss the myriad ways transactions are chang-

al panelists who spoke throughout the week.

Old-school mortgage companies grow 1% a
quarter. We were building the home transac-

ing in light of COVID-19.
Included below are just a handful of takeaways
from the conference:
If you’re not investing in tech, it’s too late
New products and legacy technologies typically mix like oil and water. That’s especially

AI can help lenders meet higher demand. But

tion we wanted to have for ourselves and now

human interaction is still needed

everyone wants that. I think it’s Darwinian.

With historically low interest rates driving

Those who do not adapt will have to make way

loan demand sky high, leveraging artificial in-

for those who can. You can sugarcoat it all you

telligence has helped companies become more

want but like they said in Jurassic Park, ‘life

efficient while increasing their volumes.

finds a way.’”
Given that it has taken many years for tech-

true in the current socially distant lending en-

“It is a great liberator. You don’t need to

vironment. Those putting resources into their

have a giant technology team,” Andy Taylor,

nology adoption to reach a critical mass in

tech stacks now are likely to reap the benefits

general manager of home at Credit Karma,

the industry, what continues to hold up faster

in the future.

said in a panel.

development in this area? The commissioned

“Companies that delay making these invest-

“If you’re able to use this technology on the

mortgage salesperson could be the main

ments, they’re going to only get more expen-

front end, you can get great consumers just

hold up to more lenders following suit, Garg

sive because they’re not going to be able to

by pushing a button. It goes straight into your

posited.
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ing of history. They’re not actively racist but are

measured on their success in fostering those

they’re used to doing things a certain way

born into a systematically racist society,” Charl-

goals, and that compensation should be tied

and doing three or four transactions a month.

ton McIlwain, vice provost for faculty engage-

to the success in doing so, in the same way

Getting those people to change would require

ment and development at New York University,

that compensation is tied to performance in

massive retraining of over 500,000 commis-

said in a panel.

other areas.

“Their average age is 57-to-65-years old,

sioned loan officers.”
While companies move toward the all-in-one

“We’re not going to get very far if we don’t
tackle this basic education issue that needs to

prototype as much as possible in the present,

begin early on but has to continue when people

reaching that end goal could still be a few

enter the workforce.”

years away.
“I think in 2022, we’ll see the first ever end-

The Black homeownership rate just reached
a 16-year high but still sits under 50% while

Quicken Loans looks to Amazon as a model for growth
Bob Walters, president and COO of Quicken
Loans, had a lot to say as the opening keynote to
Digital Mortgage 2020.
Walters shared that Quicken’s goal is to build

to-end true one-stop-shop where it’s a fully

the overall U.S. rate is about 68% and white

its long term value by shaping the way lending is

digital realty transaction that happens via

homeownership nears 76%, according to the

done. Business currently booms for lenders, but

video, to the loan that’s done entirely digitally

Census Bureau. Meanwhile, Black Americans

the industry runs cyclically. “It’s like selling ice

from the data side, to the title, appraisal, the

face a 15.7% mortgage denial rate, compared

cream. When it’s a 90-degree day you sell a lot,

closing is done via video,” Nima Ghamsari,

to a national average of 9.3% and 8.7% for

when its 40 degrees, cold and drizzling, you sell

Blend founder, said in a separate Digital Mort-

white applicants.

less,” Walters said.

gage panel discussion. “I’m excited to read the

For companies that think technology will

While stock prices and current valuations

case study from the first customer who gets

remove all racial bias, that technology can’t just

for the Rocket Companies IPO continue to

that experience.”

emulate current industry executions.

rise, Walters says that revolutionary firms will

To uproot racial bias means changing the status quo

and you do not have this sense of historical

archetype for Quicken’s advancement and

knowledge about race and racism both in the

growth.

“If you are putting together a platform
If 2020 taught us anything, it’s that the systems

win in the long run. He looks to Amazon as an

“We are looking at companies like that and

and practices in every corner of society need to

technology but more in the mortgage industry,

be revolutionized in order to remove the long

then this just seems like a benign thing and

building this digital platform,” Walters said. “The

baked in racial injustice.

you’re not realizing that what has been done is

innovation that’ll come with how loans flow

enabling a long history of bad actors and bad

through the system, how technology interacts

practices,” McIlwain said.

with people to speed up the process. Instead

Housing and lending are no exception, with
histories of redlining, zoning and mortgage

of a 30-day process, it should be a five-day

denial that hurt BIPOC communities. The onus

The keynote speaker, Ambassador Susan

to create change is on us now and better edu-

Rice, also offered ideas for creating mean-

process, maybe even a 24-hour process. That’s

cation would help get things started.

ingful diversity, equity and inclusion in the

where technology can take us. There is no rea-

corporate world, arguing that leaders must be

son it can’t be done in 24 hours.” NMN

“Most people don’t have a clear understand-

Personal refi analysis outperforms unsolicited calls
By Paul Centopani

The low interest rate landscape created a

online loan marketplace site Credible. Within

order to receive personalized rates. Once you’ve

mortgage origination boom that’s expected to

this group, only a 26% share didn’t mind the

been converted into a lead, your email address-

carry into 2021. As rates bottomed out over the

outreach. The remaining three quarters found it

es may be provided to many lenders, triggering

summer, a surge of borrowers entered the market

annoying and disruptive. Broken down further,

multiple sales pitches.”

to refinance their loans.

the sales pitches were unwelcomed and unhelp-

Despite hovering near all-time lows, rates

ful for 67.3% of borrowers who refinanced and

being too high when researched on aggregator

through online lenders and comparison sites,

87.3% of borrowers who didn’t end up refinanc-

sites online stood as the biggest roadblock for

or contacted their existing loan officer or

ing. The process becomes a Catch-22 for both

borrowers. A 38% share said it’s what stopped

another mortgage broker directly to get per-

borrowers and lenders.

them from applying to refinance altogether while

These consumers conducted research

sonalized rates. Through this research, they

“Those who succeeded in refinancing were

provided contact information and opened

more likely to get personalized rates, as opposed

themselves up for sales calls.

to comparing generic rate ranges in a table,” a

18.1% said the same about rates offered by individual lenders.
Another 17.4% said exorbitant lender fees

About 71% of these borrowers received

spokesperson at Credible said in a statement

got in the way and 9.4% couldn’t find a lender

unsolicited and unwanted pitches by phone,

to NMN. “But in many cases comparison sites

to approve their application. The remaining

text, email and letters, according to a survey by

will require that you provide an email address in

17% chose “other.” NMN
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Compliance & Regulation
in the CFPB’s Office of Regulations.
The CFPB found that Black and Hispanic bor-

Persistent disparity

rowers had notably higher denial rates last year

Denial rates for conventional mortgages fell across all demographic
groups in 2019 but remained comparatively higher for Black and
Hispanic borrowers
2018
2019

than non-Hispanic white and Asian borrowers.
Denial rates for conventional home purchase
loans in 2019 were 16% for Blacks, 10.8% for
Hispanics, 8.6% for Asians and 6.1% for whites,
according to the 69-page report the CFPB released in June.

18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

No conclusions, few referrals
HMDA data is regularly used by bank examiners in supervisory exams and fair-lending
investigations. The 2019 data contained information from 5,500 institutions that originated about
8.1 million loans, a 26% jump from 2018, driven
primarily by refinancings spurred by low inter-

All applicants

White

Asian

Hispanic

Black

est rates. The HMDA represents roughly 88% of
closed-end originations.
For the first time, the bureau was able to

Source: CFPB

analyze nonpublic credit score data — long
considered a key to unlocking the puzzle of

CFPB missed opportunity to call out
lending discrimination, critics say

disparities in lending — but the CFPB said

The agency’s report on mortgage data submitted by lenders identified
persistent disparities between white borrowers and minorities in denial rates and pricing. Some observers say the bureau should have been
more explicit as the nation wrestles with systemic racism

not enough information to conclude that there

more analysis and data is needed in order to
reach any conclusions.
“The bureau is identifying disparities and
cautioning that, in and of themselves, and
even with the analysis by credit score, there’s
is discrimination,” said Warren Traiger, senior
counsel at Buckley, who analyzes HMDA data
for financial institutions.
“They suggest looking further at the data,
but they don’t do so themselves.”

By Kate Berry

The release of the consumer bureau’s HMDA
data in past years would spark a mad scram-

Amid a national focus on redlining and other

tests over racial equity issues, some observers

ble by banks, mortgage lenders, advocates

forms of racial inequality, the Consumer Finan-

say the agency is being too timid. The bureau

and policy experts to slice and dice the infor-

cial Protection Bureau has identified persistent

is now empowered to look at more HMDA data

mation, trying to determine whether financial

gaps in home-loan denial rates by race and

than it has before.

institutions would be called out individually

ethnicity, but is stopping short of pointing to a

Critics say the agency’s cautious stance

for discriminating against minority borrow-

generally reflects how the Trump administration

ers. Financial regulators use the data to refer

has undercut fair-lending efforts. Some suggest-

potential redlining claims to the Department

Mortgage Disclosure Act said denial rates are

ed the CFPB sought to avoid a deeper analysis

of Justice.

improving slightly across demographic groups,

by claiming it was releasing the information as

but historical racial disparities have not abated.

quickly as possible.

pattern of discrimination.
The CFPB’s recent analysis of 2019 Home

Black homebuyers were denied loans last year at

“It’s regrettable because lots of people have

But such referrals and other fair-lending
efforts have not been a priority under the
Trump administration, sparking a backlash

nearly three times the rate of non-Hispanic white

been waiting to see what this data shows

from Democratic lawmakers. CFPB Director

homebuyers, roughly the same gap as 2018. The

about how much of the persistent racial dis-

Kathy Kraninger has said the bureau is actively

CFPB also found gaps by race and ethnicity in

parities is explainable by facially neutral cred-

enforcing fair-lending laws, but of the 40 DOJ

interest rates and refinance volumes.

itworthiness standards and how much is not,

referrals the CFPB has made since 2011 —

and also which ... standards contribute most

peaking at 15 in 2014 — only one has come

results in June followed by further analysis

to disparities in pricing and denial rates,” said

during Kraninger’s tenure.

in August, said the disparities require further

Diane Thompson, the founder of the Consumer

study and left out any suggestion of discrimi-

Rights Regulatory Engagement and Advocacy

the onus isn’t on the agency to publicly call

nation. Against the backdrop of national pro-

Project and a former acting assistant director

out discrimination.

But the CFPB, which released the preliminary

But some observers say that under HMDA
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“It’s not the CFPB’s job to prove discrimina-

Others say regulators could more adequate-

2019 data included new and revised data points

tion, but to identify the disparities and make a

ly address racial disparities by focusing more

on creditworthiness that experts said should

referral to the Justice Department,” said Maurice

holistically on the mortgage market, rather than

help explain persistent lending disparities over

Jourdain-Earl, managing director of Compliance

highlighting conventional loans backed by Fan-

decades. But the bureau instead called for more

Tech, a McLean, Va., software firm that specializ-

nie Mae and Freddie Mac.

data and analysis.

es in fair-lending matters. “Their responsibility is

The CFPB’s data includes both conventional

“Such analyses would require additional infor-

to collect the HMDA data and make it available

and nonconventional loans. But Jourdain-Earl

mation, some of which is not available in HMDA

to the public.”

questioned why the CFPB appeared to focus on

data, and further, more sophisticated, analyses

denial rates for conventional loans when roughly

may be needed that are beyond the scope of

53% of Black borrowers get loans from Federal

this introductory article to 2019 HMDA data,” the

Housing Administration or the Department of

bureau said.

Still, Kraninger is also seeking to limit the data
that lenders are required to submit under HMDA.
The CFPB is on the brink of issuing a new
rulemaking that is expected to rescind some
if not all of the 25 discretionary data fields

Veterans Affairs.
“The real story here is if you limit the conversa-

Some experts were surprised that the CFPB
claimed such an analysis was “beyond the scope”

issued in 2015 under former CFPB Director

tion to conventional loans, then you are exclud-

of its reporting authority given the agency has

Richard Cordray.

ing half of the loans that were made to Black and

sole oversight of HMDA data.

Dodd-Frank mandated 14 additional data
fields, including the age and credit score of the

brown people who mostly got nonconventional
government loans,” he said.

“They drive home the point that credit scores
by themselves don’t explain denial rates, but

borrower, points and fees, prepayment penal-

While denial rates tend to be a focus in the

the data does show that whites are still less

ties and property value on top of the nine data

HMDA data, he notes that many minorities often

likely to be denied than Blacks even with the

points collected when HMDA passed in 1975.

are not even applying for home loans because of

same credit score,” said Traiger, the Buckley

redlining, when no credit is available.

senior counsel.

Though denial rates for conventional have
plummeted from a decade ago, the dispari-

“In census tracts with people of color, there

“While the CFPB goes out of its way not to

ties are nearly identical to those found in 2013

are fewer applications and fewer loans,” Jour-

place the analysis in the context of the social

data published by the Federal Reserve in the

dain-Earl said.

justice issues that have topped everybody’s
agenda since George Floyd’s murder, we fully

aftermath of the Great Recession. The CFPB
provided only a descriptive analysis of the
2019 HMDA data, whereas the Fed conducted
regression analysis.
(Dodd-Frank transferred HMDA authority to
the CFPB.)
‘A story to tell, but they can’t tell it’

Credit score debate
Observers also said they were disappointed by

expect advocates and enforcement agencies
to dive into these differentials.”

how the CFPB used new data that was included
in this year’s HMDA report.
For years, the Fed as well as banks and mort-

Minorities pay higher interest rates
The bureau’s analysis found that Black

gage lenders claimed that racial disparities were

and Hispanic borrowers pay roughly 25 basis

attributed to factors other than discrimination,

points more through higher interest rates than

such as credit scores, debt-to-income ratios or

non-Hispanic white borrowers for convention-

take up the mantle of analyzing the data for

property values — data that either was not col-

al home loans. For conventional loans, Black

them.

lected or not publicly available.

homebuyers paid a median interest rate of

The CFPB even suggested that other entities

“The Bureau hopes to provide the public

Before 2018, credit scores were not collected in

4.375%, compared with 4.25% for Hispanic

with a roadmap for the new HMDA data, as

the HMDA data, but scores were added under a

borrowers, and 4.125% for white borrowers,

researchers, government agencies, community

Cordray-era rule that went into effect that year.

while Asians had the lowest median interest

groups, financial institutions, and others may

While experts have waited for the credit

use these new data for various other purpos-

score data in particular, the CFPB downplayed

es,” it said in August.

its importance.

Some observers say the CFPB missed an

“Credit scores, though important, are not the

rates, 3.99%.
For the FHA, the interest rates are slightly
lower, but borrowers pay more over the life of the
loan in upfront and annual mortgage insurance

opportunity in the report to make a connection

only factors used in lenders’ underwriting and

premiums that can add more than 1.75% to the

between racial disparities in mortgage denial

pricing decisions,” the CFPB said in the 282-page

interest rate.

rates and the nationwide focus on systemic

report released in August. “Analyzing the denial

racism after the killing of George Floyd.

decisions of mortgage underwriting should not

lower wealth overall and a growing wealth

“This is disparate impact and it leads to

“They are suggesting there is a story to tell, but

be based on bivariate analysis alone that only

gap between Black and white homeowners,”

they can’t tell it,” said Jason Richardson, director

examines the relationship between the under-

Richardson said.

of research and evaluation at the National Com-

writing decision and one single credit risk factor.”

“Justifying it by saying that it’s because Black

Instead, the bureau suggests a “multivariate

buyers have less wealth already, which manifests

munity Reinvestment Coalition.

statistical regression” analysis is needed to ex-

as lower credit scores and less money to buy

nial rates and discrepancies in interest rates that

plore the relationship between credit outcomes

down their rates, doesn’t resolve the underlying

they can’t explain, and they even say that the

and a borrower’s credit characteristics, the

problem that plagues this system. This hurts all

CFPB needs to do a deeper statistical analysis

report found.

homeowners, it reduces tax revenue for local

“Essentially they are finding differences in de-

to explain them, but they’re not going to do that
deeper analysis.”
nationalmortgagenews.com
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Networking Now
In-person conferences created key opportunities for vendors and other industry figures
to meet and form relationships. In the COVID-19 era, organizers are finding new ways to
make those moments happen in the virtual sphere
By Brad Finkelstein

There will be no cocktail parties, breakfasts, lunches and dinners at this
year’s annual convention for the Mortgage Bankers Association. Instead

Case studies
For years, the industry and its vendors have been conducting educa-

of industry folks traveling to Chicago as was planned, arranging meet and

tional events online or in conference calls. But those typically cover a

greets in the exhibit halls, participants will sit in front of their computers in

single issue.

homes scattered across the country, thanks to the precautions created by
the pandemic.
The impact hasn’t been limited to the MBA, which already streamed
several other events, including the National Secondary Market Conference

Virtual conferences aim to draw the level of engagement with the audience that differentiates them from webinars, said Patrice Power, director of
marketing at Calyx Technology.
The mortgage technology provider recently had its annual user confer-

in May. Other industry trade groups and companies, including National

ence, which presented sessions based on product offerings and user levels

Mortgage News and its parent company Arizent, have been forced to bring

from beginner to advanced.

their gatherings to a virtual world. These online conferences have had their

“We also added some of the bells and whistles of a keynote speaker on

share of foibles, most of which could be classified under the generic heading

innovation, we had a lender panel speaking to what is the situation today

of “technical difficulties.” But organizers and participants are also seeing

and how to best work with the variety of lenders that are out there,” said

benefits to having online events that might not be possible for live shows.

Power. “So it was more than just an individual webinar; it was three days of

So if and when the world returns to “normal,” the virtual conference is
likely here to stay, in one form or another, industry insiders say.

completely unique content each session, there was a lot of interaction, it
had the feel of a live event.”
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But at past live events, there were more ses-

well through the portal,” Curtis said. “It allows

His traditional response to how successful a

sions that echoed the content at other industry

someone ... see all the attendees and to pick and

conference has been for Lodestar is “ask me

meetings. The Calyx virtual event allowed for

choose who you want to reach out to. And you

in a month,” once other attendees might’ve

discussions that were differentiated from each

can get the communication back and forth.”

followed up after engaging with his company

other and from what’s been offered by competitors, Power said.

From the vendor perspective, a key component
to a conference is tracking attendee participa-

during the conference.
“And I still feel that way after this conference,”

tion in the planned sessions. “But if you are doing

Paolino said. “Whether something’s virtual or

enough of those kinds of experiences — they

a virtual for the first time, how do you gauge

not, you have to do your homework. You have to

want to train their people,” Power said.

that?” said Jim Paolino, the CEO of Lodestar

make sure you’re in the right room in terms of a

Software Solutions. “And then when you’re trying

lot of people that are there, you have to follow

er benefit, for Calyx and organizers of other

to bring in an exhibitor, how do you say, this

up. You have to do all of those things regardless

such events: a wider ranging group of people

many people are going to be here, this type of

if it’s virtual or not.”

are able to participate as compared with a

person is going to be here and all of that?”

“The core of what our users want — they have

A convention in the virtual space had anoth-

physical meeting.

Still, Paolino had a good experience while

In the era of live events, those in the field had
to be selective about participation. MarketWise

presenting at NEXT, a technology conference

Advisors CEO Jordan Brown noted between

travel, they are able to bring in speakers who for

for women in the mortgage industry, which took

the cost and time commitment for going to a

schedule or cost reasons, are not able to do a live

place from Aug. 23 through 25. While some

conference, he would have to pick and choose

show, said Don Curtis, the senior vice president

things have changed in a virtual world for the

the ones to attend. Furthermore, while attend-

of business development at OSC, a Brecken-

vendor, a whole lot of things haven’t, Paolino

ing, most of his time is filled up with meetings,

ridge company. Besides attending conferences

said. “And these opportunities are just what you

so he rarely, if ever, gets a chance to attend the

on behalf of OSC, Curtis is on the board of the

make out of them,” he added.

conference sessions.

Because virtual conferences don’t require

Attending a virtual conference, of which he has

California Mortgage Bankers Association, and

The technical component was pretty easy, he

was part of the planning for the group’s recent

said, noting that the format included prerecord-

done several, including NMN’s Digital Mortgage

Western Secondary Market conference, which

ed interviews and demos.

Conference in September, “has enabled me to

took place on Sept. 23 and 24.

But the live interaction came in the form of a chat

really participate and listen it to a tremendous

This conference is typically held in July at the

“and you’re really not able to see the reactions of

number of opinions and really get a flavor for

Westin St. Francis Hotel in the Union Square area

everyone in the same way. So you definitely miss

what’s going on in the sessions that I would not

of San Francisco. Unlike a user conference, the

those kind of organic bump-ins, waiting in line for

attended had I done the meeting in person.”

Western Secondary, along with the MBA Second-

food, waiting at the bar, those where maybe not a

ary, which for many years has been held at the

lot of business is done per se, but a lot of connec-

within the space, I leverage the conferences

Marriott Marquis in Times Square in New York,

tions are formed,” Paolino said. “And that’s some-

as a touch point with both existing clients and

are among the conferences where attendees,

thing that a lot of us miss about the conferences.”

new clients,” Brown said. “While the market-

However, on the negative side, “as a vendor

both registered and unregistered, come to make
connections and discuss business.
“At a virtual conference, how do you do
that?” Curtis said. “Because you don’t have ev-

MBA Annual 2020 highlights

erybody going to a session, [in which] they’re
there seeing other people. So we talked about

• Virtual conference from Oct. 19 to Oct. 21

how we could have networking involved with a
virtual conference.”
To address the issue, the portal for CMBA’s

• Individual sessions for Mark Calabria, Kathy Kraninger and Ben Carson

conference offered a radio button labeled networking.
Those registered were able to go in two or

• Other speakers include Amb. Andrew Young and presidential historian Jon Meacham

three days before the conference, see other attendees, a description of their company and job

• Breakouts include: Liqudity challenges; Convergence Memphis update; and data security

duties and their pictures if they were submitted.
Users were able to reach out to attendees at any
time and ask to schedule a call before, during or

• Concert MBA features John Ondrasik of Five for Fighting

after the conference.
“It also allows you to click on the video feature,
so if that person is online and you wanted to

Source:Mortgage Bankers Association

do a video call with them, you can do that as
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place was nice in terms of the ability to get

hibit hall virtually to see what they do and how

ed training event where more of their staff

demos, you really lose a lot of the networking

they do it,” Curtis said.

were able to participate.

and the personal contact towards the generation of new business.”
Recreating the live experience
Some conference organizers did their best to
recreate that exhibit hall experience.
There were two ways to interact at the NEXT
conference, which Paolino said worked pretty

However MarketWise Advisors’ Brown point-

a planning perspective,” said Power. “We expected

virtual conference’s marketplace, “it doesn’t work

a virtual conference, because you’re not dealing

at all” because you miss out on the face-to-face

with travel and hotels and all the logistics involved

networking that occurs in the hallways, exhibit

with a physical conference, we thought it would be

hall aisles and bars and coffee shops, during the

much, much simpler. But it’s not. The complexity of

cocktail hours and the like.

all the elements that you have to incorporate to be

And the opportunity to speak with those that

well. One was the live chat, which allowed Lode-

don’t register for the event but come in just to

star to successfully engage people, he said.

take meetings is also lost.

“The other thing that we did is that we had a

Still, creating a virtual conference is “a lot from

ed out that if a vendor is not a participant in a

“It’s the trade-off for all of the positives

successful is as involved as an onsite conference.”
The California MBA is looking at a hybrid model for some of its meetings, Curtis said, noting
that in-person shows do support hotels and jobs.
“I think we feel that a hybrid solution is a

raffle prize; to have a chance to win the raffle

here,” Brown said. “Conferences are one of the

you had to send us an email,” said Paolino. “So

key business development opportunities all

beneficial one because from this virtual aspect

people emailed from that and that was where we

vendors have.”

of it, we’re seeing a lot more companies and

were able to get a number of follow ups as well.”

Even when conditions return to pre-COVID

people signing up and attending that normally

The raffle was encouraged by the NEXT organiz-

normalcy, fully virtual conferences, as well as

would not go because they’re in different parts

ers, he added. Such raffles are a staple of the live

hybrid events, will likely have their place in the

of the country or it doesn’t fit their expense

conference exhibit hall experience.

meeting calendar.

constraints, etc.,” he said “So we’re getting

At Western Secondary, the California MBA

For Calyx, the user conference remaining a vir-

had more than the usual number of exhibi-

tual meeting in the future is a matter of serving

tors at its virtual event, according to Curtis.

its constituents’ needs.

The conference featured a scavenger hunt. If

Calyx’s adoption of a virtual conference

a bigger reach for new association potential
membership and exposure.”
A hybrid solution allows for in-face activity,
“which everybody wants and I think we need,” but

someone sat in on a session, they could see a

was not COVID-19 driven, Power said. “We had

still the video portion allows for attendees for all

code and get points if they register them; and

started researching doing an online or virtual

across the country, he added.

the same is true with the exhibit hall. Further-

conference last year, because the feedback

more all of the exhibitors are live online, with

from our customers was that larger customers

have to be on the ball to get him to attend a

their own virtual meeting rooms.

have dozens to hundreds of users and they

virtual conference in the future. “To the extent

could send, between the travel and the time

that they can clearly explain the value and we’re

conference, where you can watch a demo, you

away from the office, a select few to a physical

going to get from it, I would push that. Just like

can talk to the exhibitors, you can visit the ex-

conference.” They wanted a more concentrat-

the conference in person,” he said. NMN

“So we’ve got it set up just like, almost a real

From Paolino’s point of view, the organizers

Meet the MBA’s new chair, Susan Stewart
The chairwoman-elect and CEO of SWBC Mortgage discusses her top priorities for the Mortgage
Bankers Association, and what to expect at the October conference
By Heidi Patalano

marketplace and networking in the era of social

cific areas of industry that are of interest to you,

cades, former vice chair of the Mortgage Bank-

distancing. This interview has been edited and

and so I did that initially. [Later] I got invited to

ers Association Residential Board of Governors

condensed.

be on the ladder for the chairman’s role for the

At one of the most unique moments in de-

MBA. The great thing about the way this works is

and member of the MBA’s Board of Directors,
Susan Stewart, is set to take the helm of the

You’ve been a part of the leadership of the MBA for

that you have two years really where you’re in the

group as chairwoman.

some time. How will your participation change as

learning mode. Before you step out on the stage,

you step into the role as chair?

and in this case, the virtual stage, you really had

Ahead of the MBA’s virtual annual convention
and expo from Oct. 19 to 21, Stewart chats with
NMN about her new position, changes in the

nationalmortgagenews.com
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As an MBA member, you’re invited to join all
kinds of different committees and work on spe-

two years of being around real seasoned, both
staff, but also other chairs and officers that help
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you learn your way. So it’s not quite as unnerving
is it might be if you just stepped out right out of
the gate.

So we were a banker, a tiny banker, over the
last 31 years. We’re an independent mortgage
banker. I think when you look at most inde-

What is your political affiliation?
I would rather not say. I care about the candidate. Let’s just say that.

pendent mortgage bankers, what you’ll find is
What are the key issues you’d like to focus on as

it’s a very collaborative environment. People

What do you think will happen with the QM patch

chairwoman?

have started companies and grown them over

set to expire in January?

Typically, the chair picks three different prior-

time. And typically they’re run really tight-

We’ve gotten a pretty clear signal that if

ities. I just picked one. My priority was for us to

ly with a tight-knit group of executives and

there’s not a replacement in place, it will be

really focus on improving minority homeowner-

senior managers that work together to grow

extended. Nobody is really looking to upend

ship rates. They’re pretty abysmal. The MBA has

a company. I think it’s really important that

the housing market. The MBA’s position has

been working on it for years, but it seemed like a

everybody participates and has a seat at the

been that it’s not wise to use a single feature of

really good time for us to take note of again and

table.

a loan to make a decision. And then there’s a

see what we could do together as a group. It’s

thing called appendix Q, that’s quite a com-

becoming more mature, the ideas about what’s

plicated way of how you’re documenting and

required, and the needs to participate and what

verifying everything. And we think there’s an

kind of policies we need to work on and who we

improvement there. So the MBA thinks that

need to partner up with.

there’s a way of looking at the pricing at the
cost over the APOR and that that is the position we put out there.

Nobody is really looking to
upend the housing market. The
MBA’s position has been that it’s
not wise to use a single feature
of a loan to make a decision.

What do you think about the CFPB’s proposal of a
seasoned QM definition?
We’ve appreciated the thought that they’ve
put into the decisions and their policies. I think,
personally, that it’s an interesting idea. I’m not
sure how it ends, but it’s an interesting idea.

How would you pursue that goal?
As you head into your virtual conference this

It’s a complex problem and that’s why I picked
only one thing, because it’s multi-layers deep.

month, we wanted to ask about how you’re foster-

And it’s a long time in the works, if you will. So

ing networking opportunities that once happened

it really comes down to, what are we missing?

so organically in person.
We’re integrating social social events this

Where are we lacking what needs to happen out

year with the virtual expo component, so that

there, that’s not happening?

participants can see product demos, and chat

You could call it outreach or you could call it
marketing, where you’re getting better infor-

In a previous NMN story, Bill Kilmer at the MBA

and text with vendors. That’s a big part of it.

mation out there. There’s still a huge disparity

was quoted as saying that it is tricky to achieve

Also there’s a new portal, so there’ll be ways to

of information about what’s required to be-

consensus among so many different groups that

interact with your peers from across the country

come a homeowner. And there’s lots of other

you represent at the MBA. In which areas do you

through one on one chats, and online network-

processes and practices and loan programs

see the biggest divide?

ing, and receptions.

that we think we can look at. It tends to be

I don’t know that I see it as a divide. I do

And, of course, there’s always Q&A with the

see there are certainly different business

speakers. We are learning how to add the fea-

models and different requirements for both

tures that are so important to us. And you’re

we think are really possible, then we decide, OK,

an independent mortgage banker and a large

right, one of those features is meeting and

who is it that we need to engage? Is it a GSE? Is it

depository banker.

networking. They come to hear the speakers,

credit, and it tends to be down payment.
As we come up with the agenda items that

HUD? Is it a policymaker? Is it a regulator? What

Generally, we’re going to agree about most

and they come to hear from the GSEs and the

is going to be necessary for us to be successful

things. We all believe in diversity. We all be-

policymakers, but they really do also come to

with some ideas that we will have about how to

lieve we need to improve homeownership.

see one another. And so we’re adapting quick-

increase minority homeownership?

We have different ways of going about doing

ly to how you can do that virtually. It’s hard to

it based on the type of institution that we are. I

replace being in person, but this gives us an

At your company, SWBC mortgage, you’ve grown

mean, absolutely, Bill is correct. Even amongst

opportunity to still have an exchange of infor-

from a small regional regional banker to an orig-

a group of only independent mortgage bankers

mation for different people to come and see

ination and servicing outfit in 43 states. How will

or only banks, you’re not going to get complete

what different vendors are providing products

that experience inform how you’ll govern the MBA?

consensus about everything.

and services out there. NMN
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AUSTEN RICHARDS

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE QLMS

KYLE KOLLER

OWNER, VICE PRESIDENT
SUMMIT HOME LOANS
KAYSVILLE, UT

DISCOVER HOW WE DELIVER
WITH INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY.
TAKE THE JOURNEY AND DO MORE FOR YOUR CLIENTS.

CALL (888) 762-5035
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People

Scott Turnquest
Danbury, CT

Noel Stack

Ashley Lockaby

Laguna Hills, CA

Salisbury, MD

Cindy Snow

Julas Hollie

Athens, GA

Addison, TX

California

named Scott Turnquest as its new

Laguna Hills

years of technology experience to

nal liaison between FormFree’s sales

Promontory MortgagePath, with sev-

and operations teams.

chief technology officer.
Turnquest brings more than 20

Noel Stack has joined BlackFin
Group as executive vice president of
strategic alliances.
Stack is responsible for partnering
and developing relationships with
financial services clients nationwide,

eral years of experience operating
solely in fintech.
He comes to Promontory Mort-

Prior to BlackFin Group, he served

served as chief technology officer.

Georgia

utive with Wolters Kluwer Financial
Services, PCi Corp. and IBM.

Athens
FormFree has promoted Cindy
Snow to the position of chief operating officer.

Connecticut
Danbury
Promontory MortgagePath has

Prior to joining FormFree, Brantley
was vice president of sales at content
production marketplace StudioNow.

Snow joined FormFree as a prod-

Northpointe Bank, and prior to
that she was a director for Black
Knight’s enterprise business intelligence division.

Texas
Addison

Maryland

Mid America Mortgage Inc. said
that Julas Hollie has joined the company as sales director for its corre-

Salisbury
Credit Plus said that Ashley Lock-

as a senior strategic partner account
executive and national sales exec-

In this role, he will serve as the inter-

gagePath from Kindur, where he

and for building a team of strategic
alliance team members.

FormFree has also hired Tyler Brantley as director of implementation.

spondent lending division.
Hollie brings more than 20 years

aby has joined the firm as a regional

of mortgage industry experience in

account manager.

account management, risk manage-

Lockaby, with more than 17 years
of experience in the mortgage industry, will be responsible for developing

ment, sales and business development to his new role at Mid America.
Previously, he served as an ac-

uct manager in May 2019 and quickly

new relationships, while supporting

count manager for business develop-

advanced to director of product.

current clients in Georgia.

ment at Essent Guaranty.

Before FormFree, she was a product
manager at Seller Labs in Athens.

Most recently, Lockaby was vice
president, warehouse lending, at

Hollie has also served with First
American Title and Fannie Mae. NMN
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Sky’s the limit
Ellie Mae is now part of Intercontinental Exchange and has joined forces with Simplifile
and MERS to continue our progress toward a true digital mortgage. Together, as ICE
Mortgage Technology, we have the power to accelerate, innovate and shape the industry.

“We are excited to begin the next important chapter in our
journey to digitize the residential mortgage market.”
JOE TYRRELL, PRESIDENT, ICE MORTGAGE TECHNOLOGY
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Voices
public policy option available to boost the ability
of localities to borrow funds and to lower the cost
of debt financing.
This is why both of us — a Democratic mayor
and a Republican mayor — are joining forces to
ask our federal partners to put in place a series
of much-needed, bipartisan legislative fixes
that will ultimately improve the quality of life for
working families and other city residents.
We want Congress to allow financial institutions
to better utilize the Federal Home Loan Bank
System. The 11 Home Loan banks provide low-cost
funding to more than 6,700 financial institutions,
including many focused on community lending.
The legislative fixes will not cost the taxpayer but
can empower these institutions to do more.
In 2007 and 2008, the Home Loan bank system was critical to the recovery from the Great

Bloomberg

Recession. While other credit sources dried up,
the system boosted the economy by channeling
more than $1 trillion to lenders so that funding
was available for home purchases and refinances. In some regions of the country, member

How a tweak to the Federal Home
Loan banks could save cities

institutions were the only lenders available to

Congress should pass legislation that would allow Home Loan banks to
backstop deposits by local governments at commercial banks and lower
the cost of bond financing, two mayors argue

gress includes authorization allowing the banks to

consumers because of the near total collapse of
the secondary mortgage market.
Today, lawmakers need to better position the
Home Loan banks to help institutions serving their
municipalities. Legislation being considered in Conissue letters of credit to support tax-exempt bonds
and protect deposits by local government entities.
These letters would allow local depository institutions to receive state and local government funds in

By Francis X. Suarez and Frank Scott

excess of federal deposit insurance levels.
Moreover, these letters of credit could increase
the marketability and lower the financing costs
everything from water treatment facilities and

of tax-exempt bonds, despite uncertainty within

expanding civic engagement and economic

industrial development to hospitals, schools and

the municipal bond market.

opportunity for all of their residents. This is espe-

other infrastructure. In Miami, we have leveraged

cially acute now with the spread of COVID-19, a

our Miami Forever bond program to invest in

partisan organization of cities with populations of

pandemic that affects everyone but devastates

climate adaptive infrastructure and economically

30,000 or more, recently issued a resolution citing

the most vulnerable.

inclusive policies. At a time when resources are

the Home Loan banks for providing “strength and

being stretched, tax-exempt bonds can play a

reliable liquidity” for community lenders.

Today’s mayors face the dual challenge of

Like other mayors around the country, our

In fact, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, a non-

The time for action is now. We call on all Amer-

cities — Little Rock, Ark., and Miami — are

bigger role than ever in helping us to invest in our

focused on addressing systemic inequality

cities through new infrastructure projects, quality

icans to pull together and collaborate with their

and responding to COVID-19. Yet, we confront

jobs and hope for a bright future.

neighbors to design and to implement solutions

mounting financial pressure from costs associat-

Our nation’s ability to fully recover depends on

to shared problems. We are asking Congress to

ed with these efforts, lower tax revenue and an

the ability of its state and local governments to

use no-cost legislative fixes to provide mayors

increasingly unfavorable municipal bond market.

issue bonds that will fuel economic recovery, put-

with the tools they need to make cities across

And whether the state is red or blue, our critical

ting members of their communities back to work.

the nation stronger than ever to complement the

infrastructure projects are slowed or stopped by

Governments at all levels are facing the potential

hard work of the people in our communities.

declining revenues and resources.

of declining bond ratings that can significantly

Municipal bonds are an essential tool to help

increase the cost of obtaining bond funding.

Francis X. Suarez, a Republican, is the mayor of

cities, counties and states recover from financial

As responsible public officials, we, like mayors

Miami. Frank Scott, a Democrat, is the mayor of

crises. The funding from these bonds supports

across the nation, are looking to leverage every

Little Rock, Ark.
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Modern lending
begins with
modern technology.

Don’t settle for retrofit technology. Introducing our all-new
mortgage LOS and POS designed for the ultimate lending
experience. Deep industry expertise combines with
forward-thinking technology to exceed lender and borrower
expectations every time.

origence.com
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BUILDING
BRIDGES
SWBC Mortgage is proud to announce our
CEO, Susan Stewart, as the new Chairman
of the Mortgage Bankers Association.

During these unprecedented
times, we must harness the
power of our collective voices
and focus on building bridges
to make the dream of
homeownership a reality
for everyone.”
SUSAN STEWART

CEO, SWBC Mortgage &
Chairman, MBA

Visit us at SWBCMortgage.com
Loans are subject to credit and property approval. Corporate office located at 9311
San Pedro Avenue, Suite 100, San Antonio, TX 78216. SWBC Mortgage
Corporation, NMLS #9741 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org). 1060-A1224 09/20
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